
SO YOU’VE GOT YOURSELF A SELLER LEAD, NOW WHAT?
HERE’S OUR STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO PREPARING A LISTING 

PRESENTATION THAT IS SURE TO LAND ANY LISTING.
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STEP 1: PREPARING FOR THE CALL

This is the conversation that lands the listing appointment. A critical first step!

SAY YOUR AFFIRMATIONS
Real estate is a hard, highly competitive business. One way to stay positive is to repeat your daily 
affirmations. It may sound corny, but thinking positive, believing in yourself and your capabilities, 
and reminding yourself that you’re there to help and nurture your clients, are three critical steps to 
ensuring success in business - and in life.

KNOW YOUR VALUE
Above everything else, understand your value. What is your unique approach and differentiator? 
Make a bulleted list of three to five differentiators, recite these everyday as part of your daily 
affirmation ritual. Remember, clients respect value and professionalism. Note: Don’t compromise on 
price, as price is only an issue in the absence of value. 

KNOW THE LEAD SOURCE
You may not know everything about your potential seller client, however you do know where you 
connected. How you got the lead dictates the general approach you’ll take. Was this a referral from a 
previous client? Social media connection? Someone you reached while calling expired listings? Did 
you get this seller lead from a Facebook ad posting, a home valuation tool, or your SOI? If your seller 
lead came from a home valuation module, you can assume that they’ll have some idea about the 
potential value of their home, so you can tailor your approach around this nuance. Be prepared to 
address the estimated value and how you’ll provide a more complete CMA based on local expertise.
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UNDERSTAND THE MARKET
There is no substitute to understanding your market, knowing your stats, trends, and projections. 
Refreshing yourself on this information weekly and rehearsing how you’ll deliver and explain its 
significance is fundamental to establishing trust during your initial conversations. Take a gander 
through the portals to get a sense as to how these platforms are presenting market information 
and data to visitors. Remember, you’re part of the seller’s information gathering ecosystem, which 
most likely will have included a visit to the major portals as part of their data gathering process.

PRACTICE YOUR SCRIPTS
If you use scripts, practice them so they don’t come across as canned, patronizing or robotic 
responses. Consider practicing on a weekly basis, once in face-to-face role playing and once via 
the telephone. Role play objection handling, general Q&A, and recite the two most important 
market stats for a variety of neighborhoods in your prospecting territory. This consistent prep will 
allow you to quickly and authoritatively answer initial questions from prospects.

STEP 2: THE CALL

First thing’s first, find out what type of home seller you’re speaking to. The type 

of home seller you are speaking with will influence your overall approach:

For a first time seller, your conversations 
should demonstrate your understanding 
of the process and how you’ll coach them 
through it. 

If they’ve sold a home before, they’ll likely 
have a good idea as to the process and what 
to expect, so you should focus on getting 
answers to the next three questions.

Question #1: What are you looking for in a real estate professional?
By answering this question, you’re essentially receiving your success metrics; meet these metrics and you’re 

increasing your odds of winning the listing.

Question #2:  Who’s my competition?
When you know who you’re competing against you can gauge their weaknesses and strengths, so you can 

showcase the qualities that set you apart.

Question #3: Why are you selling?

Try to uncover the psychographic factors of your seller prospect and leverage your knowledge of the DISC 

assessment to tailor your approach and communication style.
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STEP 3: PREPARING FOR THE LISTING APPOINTMENT

The first thing to remember is to not wing it. Prepare for it; ideally, one day 

in advance. Remember your value and your list of key differentiators, and 

rehearse saying them in context of conversation. 

Since you’ll know your competition, anticipate what they’ll likely say 

and present. Neutralize their strengths and exploit their weaknesses by 

emphasizing your core strengths and key differentiators. 

Understand that much of your competition will use a standard CMA product 

because it’s turnkey and easy. You can use this standardization to your 

advantage by looking at what unique assets or attributes you can bring 

to the CMA you present. Also, sometimes sellers’ expectations are set by 

a portal AVM (i.e. Zestimate), so make sure you know how the portals are 

representing housing prices in your seller prospect’s neighborhood. Arrive 

armed with a detailed CMA that demonstrates the most accurate and 

relevant comparable data.

Familiarize yourself with the seller prospect’s neighborhood. Drive or walk 

around it. Know the market stats inside and out, and how to interpret 

and pull insights from these stats. Demonstrate how these stats relate to 

national statistics; remember, your potential seller client will likely have 

heard more information about national housing trends than she will have 

heard about local trends, so use this to your advantage. By demonstrating 

your understanding of the block-by-block listing activity around the 

seller prospect’s home, and how this relates to national statistics, you are 

conveying your expertise and reassuring any type of seller client that you’re 

competent, knowledgeable, and trustworthy. 
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Put your understanding of the type of seller you’re meeting into action. 

Here are some general guidelines to tailor your presentation around:

Luxury
They are all about the numbers and they’ve done their homework. 

Bring a marketing plan that goes above and beyond the status quo.

Investment
They care how fast you can sell the property and for how much. 

Downsize
This is most likely the last home that they’re going to sell and their 

retirement is top of mind.

Upsize
This seller needs to get the most for their current house so they can 

buy their dream home.

A first time seller needs education, coaching, a detailed walk-

through of the home selling process. With this type of client 

you’re a coach and mentor. Reassure them that you’ve got 

everything covered.

For a seasoned seller, you may want to touch on your experience 

and knowledge but by and large these clients will want you to 

cut to the chase on your points of differentiation. How will you 

market the home? How large is your database of contacts and 

are they looking for homes that match up to the seller’s home? 

For your luxury, downsize, upsize, or investor customers, make 

a list of five to 10 questions they’ll likely ask (based on your 

initial call with them).  Answer these questions and layer theses 

answers into your presentation.
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WHEN IT’S GAME TIME, KEEP THESE SEVEN TIPS IN MIND:

1. Showcase past client references and testimonials

2. Dress for success

3. Prepare for a digital presentation but have a backup in case your digital devices fail

4. Have everything prepped the day before; this means your presentation, CMA, listing 

    agreement, etc. NEVER prepare the day of the meeting.

5. Always show up 15 minutes early but don’t knock on the door early as the seller may 

    not be ready for you; but ALWAYS knock on the door at precisely the scheduled time. (It’s 

    amazing how many agents are late to a listing appointment!)

6. Showcase your existing database to demonstrate how you’ll market the home. 

7. Practice your affirmations prior to your presentation to get in the right frame of mind to 

    crush it!

STEP 4: NAIL THE LISTING PRESENTATION

TRUST IN YOUR PREPARATION
Now that it’s showtime, trust in your preparation. Winning a listing is never a sure thing, 

so you have to be on your game, appearing relaxed, knowledgeable, and authoritative.

ASK FOR THE LISTING
Have your listing contract ready to be signed. Even if you’re first to present against your 

competition, ask for the business...you may be surprised that the homeowner is ready to 

move forward without meeting with the other candidates. And you can have the pleasure 

of personally informing your competition that the listing is already represented! 

POLITE PERSISTENCE
If the homeowner does not sign a listing agreement at your appointment, have a follow-

up process in place to stay in touch. Remember, polite persistence is paramount...no 

spam. Ask them the best way to keep in touch and setup a reminder immediately.
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BoomTown is a sales and marketing platform that helps you manage your 

team, close more deals & grow your business. Our software makes it easy 

to attract the right prospects, build relationships, and take the guesswork 

out of data. We’re more than just software though. We’re here at every 

step with tailored training, a stellar support crew, and teams of marketing 

strategists, data scientists, success managers, and engineers to handle all 

your business needs.

We’ve focused solely on real estate since the beginning and know it’s a 

rapidly changing industry. We like the challenge of staying ahead of the 

curve and are passionate about providing tools and know-how to help 

you tackle your weaknesses and show off your strengths. Our clients love 

helping people find their way home and we love helping them do it.

To learn more about BoomTown and how we can help you drive your 

business, visit www.boomtownroi.com
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